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ABSTRACT
This report documents data obtained during a wind tunnel test of a
0.010-scale 140A/B configuration SSV Orbiter in the NASA/Langley Research
Center Continuous Flow Hypersonic Tunnel. The test was conducted beginning
4 March and ending 6 March 1974 for a total of 24 occupancy hours. All
test runs were conducted at a Mach number of 10.3 and at Reynolds numbers
of 0.65, 1.0 and 1.33 million per foot. Only the complete 140A/B was
tested with various elevon, speedbrake and bodyfla p
 settings at angles of
attack from 12 to 37 degrees at 0 and -5 degrees of beta, and from 0 to
-9 degrees of beta at 20 and 30 degrees anqle of attack.
The purpose of this test was to obtain hy personic longitudinal and
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(A)BRAKE EFFECTIVENESS AT -5 DEGREES BETA
PAGES
91-100
JLE OF COEFFICIENTS PLOTTED:
1) CN, CA versus ALPHA
CN versus CLM
CL, CD, CLM versus ALPHA
CL versus CLM
CD versus CL
XCP/L, L/D versus ALPHA
CY, CYN, GBL versus ALPHA





a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
op CP pressure coefficient; (py - p.)/q
M MACH Mach number; V/a
p pressure; N/m2 , psf
q Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; V2pV2, N/m2 , psf
Q(PEF)
RN/L RN/L unit: Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
of ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
j PSI angle of yaw, degrees
i PHI angle of roll, degrees
P mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C. G. Definitions
Ab base area; m2 , W
b EREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
c.g. center of gravity
lREF LREF reference length or wing mean
aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
3Q^SRP moment reference point on Y axis













C CH normal-farce coefficient;n ormal force
qS
CA CA axial-force coefficient; axial force
qS
C Y CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
CAb
CAB base-force coefficient; base force
q
-Ab bb - Pm)/c5
CAf CAF' forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
Cm CTM pitching-moment coefficient; Pitching moment
qSjRDT
Cn CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
C^ CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qSb
Stability-Axis System
CL CL lift coefficient; lift
qS
CD CD drag coefficient; drag
qS
CDb
CDB base-drag coefficient; base drag
qS
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
CY CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
Cm CT14; pitching-moment coefficient; Bitching moment
gSIREF
C CLN yat^ing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
n qSb
C^ CSL roll ng-moment coefficient; rolling .moment
qSb
L/D L/D lift-to-.drag ratio; CL/CD







ae ELEVTR effective elevator deflection, symmetrical elevondeflection for pitch control, degrees
s a AILRON aileron, total aileron deflection angle, (left
aileron-right aileron)/2, degrees
6BF BDFLAP bodyflap deflection, positive trailing edge down,
degrees
6 S SPDBRK speedbrake deflection, total angle measured parallelto the FRL, degrees
6R RUDDER rudder deflection angle
U outer elevon gaps unsealed
S outer elevon gaps sealed
Xcp/ZB XCP/L normal -Force center of pressure in percent of body
reference length measured from IML nose
0
7
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CONFIGURATION INVESTIGATED
Throughout; test OA90,the full 140A/B hybrid configuration Space
Shuttle Vehicle Orbiter was used.
Model 72-0 dimensional data are given for the 140A/B configuration
components in Table III of this report.
The tested configuration included the following components:
B26	 Basic 140A/B configuration fuselage
C9
	Basic 140A/B co,,ifi gurati on canopy
14116	 Basic 140A/B configuration wing
E37	 E26 (basic 140A/B) elevons with chamfered gaps and inboard edge
V$ Basic 140A/B configuration vertical tail
R6 Basic 140A/B configuration rudder for VB =;
M7 Basic 140A/B configuration OMS/RCS pods







The Mach 10 nozzle of the Langley continuous flow hypersonic tunnel	 Ei.
is designed to operate at stagnation pressures of 15 to 150 atmospheres
at temperatures up to 19600R. Air is preheated electrically by passinga
through a multi-tube heater. The nozzle has a 31-inch .square test section
which incorporates a movable second minimum. Co ntinuous operation is
F
achieved by passing the air through a series of compressors. Additional
information on this facility is given in NASA TM X-1130 entitled, "Charac- 	 R
	
j
teristics of Major Active Wind Tunnels at the Langley Research Center," 	 s'














The LaRC 2019 balance was used to measure Orbiter forces and moments
at three Reynolds numbers. Data were converted to standard NASA force
and moment coefficients and are presented about the moment reference cen-
ter of Xo = 1076.7, Yo = 0, Zo = 375 inches -Full scale. Data are preen
teas in both stability and body axis systems.
Additionally,the normal force center of pressure is presented:
_ XCG	 Cm (Ew)
x^p/QB - 
ZB - cN kB
where Xcp is the longitudinal distance from the inner mold line nose
station (Xo = 238 inches full scale) to the center of pressure.













9.B 	reference body length
Sw	reference wing area
XCG	 longitudinal length, nose to
Moment Reference Center
XMRP	 longitudinal length -to Moment
Reference Center
YMRP	 lateral length, plane of symmetry
to Moment Reference Center










It was decided not to utilize the HCF 09 balance at the start of the
test program due to time constraints, and consequently no data were ob-
tained at a Reynolds number of 2.2 x 106
 per Foot as delineated in the
pretest report. In compromise, data were obtained at a Reynolds number
of 1,33 x 10 6
 per foot, which corresponds to the maximum safe loading of
the LaRC 2019 balance.
At the lower end of the scale, it was found that R1^/G = 0.65 x 106
per foot was the lowest value of the parameter where there was reasonable




TEST	 OA 90.	 DATES 4-6 Mar 74
TEST CONDITION





10.3 0.65 0.66 1370
10.3 1.03 1.05 1370
10.3 1.33 1.35 1370
r
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140A /B Orbiter Wing. MOTE: Identical•to W114
except airfoil thickness. Dihedral angll e i s along - trailing edge. of wing.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
TEST NO.	 DWG- NO. VL70-000200 REVISED,
006083 2 006092






Rate of Taper 1.177
Taper Ratio 0.200
Dihedral Angle, degrees 3.500
Incidence Angle, degrees 0..500__
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees + 3.000
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 45.000
Trailing Edge -10.056
0.25 Element Line 35.209
Chords:
Root (Theo) B.P.0.0. 689.243
Tip, .(Theo) B.P. 137.847
MAC 474.8.12
Fus. Sta. of ,25 MAC 1136.83
W.P. of .25 MAC 290.58












Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1185.98
W.P.	 of .25 MAC. 294.3
B.L. of .25 MAC 251.77





Tip T	 = 0.12
.0
Data for (1) of (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cuff
P7anform Area	 Ft2 113.18
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M.L. @ Sta 50010













































 III (CflNT =D)
MODM DIMENSIO L DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: - _ VERMAL Vg
GENERAL RESCRIPTIOH:	
-tg rptian1' A/i; gr^,^per
 via
	' Ma.7	 -p	 NrYr
^^wxE- {1 ^lfl	 inn n^ta rravG- Sg-an33,^;^





Area (Theo) - Fc
Planform	 Yt	 n.r
Span (Theo) In	 _^*.7
Aspect; Ratio	 ^i^
Rate of Taper	 0.502	 n9Taper Ratio	 i^	 n'";n










Tip (Theo) WP	 16^ft^.,MAC caca . ^nfi
	 3 .	 .
Pus. Sta. of .25 MAC	 its
—.,''"_	 `^.'''....^."^.
W. P. of .25 MAC_
B. L. of . 25 MAC	 n'.nn „-	 A
Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge Angle	 Deg	 a9.ci0	 to _rx^
Trailing Wedge Angle .Deg
Leading Edge Radius
	 ^;-rtn
	 _n : non"
Void Area
Blanketed Area





..^^t^ 4n1bA /B Qrwfer Rudder
DRAWK NUM RER:
i
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE	 MDDEL SCALE
Area	 Ft2 ?	 - Q.oia6k
i
Span (equivalent)	
- Ia. 201.0.^^ 	2_n7a
Inb'd equivalent , chord
` Outb'd equivalent chord	
- Tn. 50 .833	 o.n
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd.equiv. chord 0 : x.00
At 0utb'd L'C]U iv. cho rd Q. ^+00	 - - -Q.•!QQ.—._ a
Sweep Back-Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 34.8
Trailing, Edge 262.25	 26,2 5
H.jng^l i np 8'R	 34.A3— 1










TABLE III (CONY D)
140DEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: OMS NOZZLES - N28
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Config=ation 14OA/B Orbiter OMS Huzsles.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: vL70-OQOI4OA (Location), SS-A00106, RELEASE 5 (Contour;
FULL SCALE DDWSIONS:
GIMBAL ORIGIN: Xo Yo Z°
Left Nozzle In. 1518.0 - 88.0 492.0
Right Nozzle - In. 1518.0 + 88.0 492.0
NULL POSITION: APITCH AYAW
13°17 1 OUTBID
Left Nozzle (Null Fitch 15049 1 ; +	 8 °30'2MID
Yaw 12°17 1 OUTBID)
Right Nozzle (Null Pitch 15°49 1 ; 13017' OUTBID
Yaw 1.2°17' OUTB I D) +	 8 2017' INB'D
22
i-
TABIZ ZIx (CONCL' D)
.;^	 MODEL DIMENSIOlYA.L DATA
MODEL COMPONENT:	 BODY FLAP F10
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Vehicle _body flap with hin eelline at X. =1 522,




DRAWING NUMBED :	 VX.70-00Q2Q0_ _ 200A**
DIMENSIONS:
	 FULL-SCALE	 MODEL SCALE
Area	 - Ft2 11.1-71 0.01337
Span (equivalent)	 - in. 25542 2.554
Inb'd equivalent chord	 - In. 81.00 0.810
Outb'd equivalent chord	 - in. 81.00 0.820
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 1--00 1.00
At Outb'd equiv. chord , 1.00__ 1.00
Sweep Back-Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 0.0 ,- 0.0
Trailing Edge 0.0 0.Q
Hingel ine Q 1 0 0,0-
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line).-Ft3 4ic) 92 0-CP0k399
**Hingeline shown on •200, -200A drawing is inconsistent with
Configuration Control Drawing and should be igndred. —PLanform
dimensions have been utilized.
Maximum height - In. 20.6 0.206




1. Positive directions of force coefficients,
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows
2, r-or clarity, origins of wind and stability













































a. Top Three-quarter View











DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 BOFLAP SP08RK BETA	 REFERENCE 1NFORMAYtON
(C(}JDOII OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .502 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.000D SQ.FT.
(00JO011 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.(CflJO031 OA-s0
i
CFHT-110 RI- 14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.245 .000 55.000 .000 BREF 935.7000 IN.
IC12JO02I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI- 140A/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. KO
(COJO041 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.233 .000 55.000 -5.000 YMRo .0000 IN. YO




























-zu	 -Iu	 u	 Iu	 zu	 3u	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES




















DA —A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L
	
BOFLAP SPOBRK BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
E CUJOOII
	
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .602	 .000 55.000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
f 00,1001 I
	
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .935	 .000 55.000	 .000 LREF	 474.8000 IN.
fCOJO03I
	
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED	 1.245	 .000 55.000	 .000 BREF	 936.7000 IN.
ICOJO02I
	
OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .935	 .000 55.000 —5.000 XMRP 	 1076.7000 IN. XO
(02J004)
	
OA-90 CFHT--110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO 	 1.233	 .000 55.000 —5.000 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
	
SCALE	 375 .0 
00 IN. ZO
DVA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L
	
BDFLAP SPDBRK BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMAT ION
(CQJ0011	 G RA 30 CFHT-110 R1-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .602 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
tOf]J00	 1 OI!-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
ICOJ0031 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO 1.245 .000 55.000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN.(COCID021 OA-9D CFt4T-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO


















PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
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DA — A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BOFLAP SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
C 2jC)a	 C) CA-90 CFHT-110 RI - 14CA-18 MODEL 72-0 O T RGAPUNSEAL . 602 .000 55 . 000 .000 SREF
2990.0000 SQ.FT.
001DtQ	 I i A-9c) CFHT-110 R1-140A/I3 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 935 . 000 55.000 ^ 000 LREF 474.6000 IN.(COJO031 CA-90 CPHT — ItO RI-140A/B MODE L 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.245 . 000 55.000 =0 BRE F 936.7000 1 N.
(COJO02) OA—SO CFHT- 110 RI-140"B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL . 935 .000 55.CDC —5.000 XMRP 1.076.7000 IN.	 XG

















OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 6DFLAP SPDBR: BETA 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(C0JODIJ OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/S MODEL 72-C OTRGAPUNSEAL .602 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 S4.FT.
1 09J0011 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
(C4JCO31 OA-90
i
CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-3 OTRGAPSEAL(ED 1.245 .000 55.000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
(COJO021 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/13 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.0nD -5.000 XMRP 1076.70DO IN. x0
(COJO041 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/F3 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO 1.233 .000 55.000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0100
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECT AT ZERO DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION






















''.	 DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP SPDBRC BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(COM01) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/9 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 1602 .000 55.00D .000 SR£F 2630.0000 SO.FT.
(DOJODIJ OA-90 CFHT--110 RI-140A/9 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
ICOJ003)
j
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.7. .000 55.000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
(COJO02) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .000 55.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
(COJO04) OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO 1 .000 55.000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0100
-20	 -10	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, ©EGREES





LREF	 474 . 8000	 IN.















































IDOJ0011 CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MnEL
(COJO03) CIA-90 C5HT-110 RI-14OA/B MOD--L
ICUJO02) DA-90 CFHT-110 RI - 14OA/B MODEL




.s	 .Z	 .1	 D	 -.1	 -.2	 -.3	 -.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECT AT ZERO DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION
(A)MACH = 10.31 PAGE	 7
i1
^1
0A"A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
{COJOOII DA-90 CFHT-210 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .602 .000 55.000 .000 SR£F 2690.0000 SO.FT.
IDQJ0011 CA-90 CF44T- 110 R1 - 140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
ICQJ0031 i 0A-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.245 .000 55.000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN.ICOJ002I OA-90 CFHT-1I0 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 CTRGAPUN5EAL .935 .000 55.000 —5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. X0IC1W0041 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO 1.233 .000 55.000 —5.000 YMRP .0000 Ins.	 YC1



































1.0	 1.2	 1.4.G	 u	 .L	 .4	 .6	 .8
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECT AT ZERO DEGREE ELEVON DEFLECTION
CAIMACH = 10.31 PAGE	 8
OA—A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT113N	 RN/L	 BDFLAP SP09RK BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
z	 ICOJOOII	 OA-9D CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .602	 1000 55.000
	
.000 SREF	 2690.0000 SO.F7.
_	 (OflJ0011
	
OA-90 CFMT-1101 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	
.935	 .000 55.000
	 .000 LREF	 474.8000 IN.
ECUJCO31	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED
	 1.245	 .000 55.000	 .000 SREF	 936.7000 IN.
(COJO32I	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/9 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .935	 .000 55.000 —5.000 XMRP	 1076.7000 IN. x0
(CQJ0041	 OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED
	 1.233	 .000 55.000 —5.000 YMRP	 .0000 IN. YO
	SCAL 	
375.0 00 IN. Z0
r1
s
0A-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L 90FLAP SPOBRK BETA REFERENCE IN.z{'RMAT1ON
ICOJODII OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/9 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .602 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 269'0.000,7 SO.FT.
IDOJ001] OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUN$EAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 LREF 474.800P IN.
IC0J003) DA-90 UHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.245 .000 55.000 .000 BREF 936.700C 'N.
ICQJ0021 OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.700L 1N.	 X0
fCaJ0041 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-I4OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAOSEALED 1.233 .000 55.000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO


















ADA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP SPDBRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CQJ001) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .802 .007 55.000 .000 SREF 2890.0000 S©.FT.(0QJ001) OA 90 CFHT-110 RI-140&/6 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNS,EAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
(CQJR0I) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 QTRGAPUNSEAL .598 .000 55.000 .000 BREF 938.7000 IN.IOQJROI) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL. .951 .000 55.000 .000 XMRP 1078.7000 IN. xO
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 BOFLAP SPDBRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CRJODI!CA-90 CFH7-110 RI-14OA/8 MODEL -72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .602	 .000 55.x'..,..7"0	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(Ot,JOOI7
	
OA-9O CFHT--110 RI-14CA/9 [MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .935	 .000 55.000	 .000 LREF	 474.80('0	 IN.(CGJRUI	 Q OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL. 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .598	 .000 55.000	 .000 BRE;F	 936.7000 IN.
IDQJROIOA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .951	 .000 55.000	 .000 XMRP	 1076.7000 IN. XO
(CQJRRI7
	
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-E4CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .950	 .000 55.000	 .000 YMRP	 .00OO IN. YO
	






OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIITV 	 RN/L
	
BDFLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
ICQJ0011 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/9 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .602 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.( OWED II OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72 .0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.(CQJR011 OA-90
i
CFHT-110 RI-14OA/6 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .598 .000 55.000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
I0QJR011 OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-140A/9 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .951 .000 55.000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
ICQJRRJ) OA-90 C:FHt-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .950 .000 55.000 .000 YMRP .000'i IN. YO
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dDA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP SPDSRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
ICOJODI) OA-90 CFHt-110 R1-14OA/9 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .602 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.000£7 S©.FT.(DaiD01) OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-I4OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
{CQJRDl) i OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .598 .000 55.000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN.IDOJROI) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .951 .000 55.000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XC1(CWJRRI) OA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLINSEAL .950 .000 55 . 000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO






































OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L
	
BDFLAP SPDBRK ELEVTR 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
iCWJ0E	 CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72 .17 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 602	 000 55 000	 000 SREF	 2690 0000 SO FT
fDOJ0011 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
[COJROI] OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .598 .000 55.000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN.([)QJR0I) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .951 .000 55.000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
[CQJRRI7 OA-9O CFHT-110 RI-140A/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .950 .000 55.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0100
ANULF- CF AITACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
REPEATABILITY STUDY





DA—A SET SYMBOL CONFIGL'RA710N OESCR;PT ; ON RN/L BOFLAP SPDBRK ELEYTR REFERENCE INFORMATION	 J
(COJOOI) OA°90 CFHT- 110 F?I°'.4OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLrNSEAL .602 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2680.0000 SQ.FT,	 1
IDOJOOIf OA-90 C'.'HT-110 RI-140A, /B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 . 000 LREF 474 .8000 IN.
ICQJR01) OA-90 CrHT-110 RI-14OA /B MODE_ 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .598 .000 55.000 .000 BREF 936 .7000 IN.
IOL1J?.^e1 OA-90 MnT- 11 0 R7 — !40A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .951 .000 55.000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. X0
:CQJRR1) OA-90 CFHT - 110 R. - 140A/B ^'30EL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .950 .000 55 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YU


















OA-A SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RN/L	 BOFLAP SPOBRK £LEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
1COJ001I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .602 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
10OJ00II CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
1CQJR0II OA-90 CFHT-110 PI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OT.RGAPINSEAL
i
.598 .000 55.000 XrJO BREF 936.7000 IN.
100JROII OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .951 .000 55.000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
1COJRRII OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .950 .000 55.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
375.0 !N.	 ZO
SCALE 00
. lI	 ..i	 L	 .1	 0	
-.1	 -.2
	 --.3	 -.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
REPEATABILITY STUDY












QA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 90FLAP SP[SRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATICN
(COJOOI)DA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14 0A/S MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .602	 .00	 55.000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0060 SO.FT.
tE)Qi061]	 OA-90 CFHT--110 RI-14OA/B MODEL72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .935	 .000 55.000	 .000 LREF	 474.8000	 IN.
ICOJROII	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL. 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .598	 .000 55.000	 .000 BREF	 936.7000 IN,
IDOADII	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .951	 .000 55,000	 .000 XMRP	 1076.7000 IN. X9
iCt^JRRII
	




.000 YMRP	 0000 1N, Y0
	


















- • 2	 u	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
REPEATABILITY STUDY
(A)MACH = 10.31	 PAGE	 18
^.,,
ICRJOOII OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .602 .000 55.000 .000 SIZEF 2690.0000 SOFT.(1312JO011 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.DOO .000 LREF 474.8000 1N.
CC0JR0I) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .598 .000 55.000 .'000 5REF 936.7000 1N.(Dt3JRDII OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .951 .000 55.000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XC(C[2JRRf1 OA-90 CFHT-110 Ri-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .950 COD 55.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RN/L	 BDFLAP SPOSRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP SPOBRr( ELEVTR REFERENCE iNFORMATION
(C131f0011 OA-30 CFHT- 110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPJNSEAL .602 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 !^;J.FT.(DOJOOI) OA-50 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 LREF 474.9000 IN.(COJROI)
i
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/6 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .598 .000 55.000 .000 BREF 336.7000 IN.
(DQJROI) CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .951 .000 55.000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
(CQJRRII OA-50 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72 .0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .950 COO 55 . 000 .000 YMRP .0000 (N. YO





















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DA"A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L
	
BDFLAP ELEYTR BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
ICOJ013 ) 0A-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/H MODEL 72 .0 OTRGAPSEALEO . 350 15 . 300 10 . 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
ICI?J0151 QA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 10.000 .000 LREF -174.8000 )N.
ICOJOI4) 0A-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16.300 10.000 -5.000 SREF 935.7000 1N.
ICQJ016) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 ID.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES




















DA -A SET a; +BOL CONFIGURAT ION DESCRIPTION RN/L BOFLAP ELEVTR BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
ICOJO131	 ((Q DA-130 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAP5EALED .960 16.300 10.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
ICOJ0151 CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPONSEAL .953 16.300 10.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
ICOJOI41 DA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B M40EL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16.300 10.000 -5.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
ICOJ016I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNISEAL .953 16.300 10.000 -5.000 xMRP 1076.7000 IN. xp
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0100
-2u	 -10	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES









.^	 .z	 .i	 o	 - . 1	 -. 2 	 -.3	 -.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON GAP INTERPANEL GAP EFFECT
AI FUN CH - 10.33
	 PAGE	 23
s,
DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RN/L	 BOFLAP EL£VTR BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(COJ013) CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA18 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO .9SO 16.300 10.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT,
ICOJ0151 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 10.000 ,000 LREF 474.80DO IN.
(CQJ0143 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16.300 10.000 -5.000 BREF 936.7000 1N.
ICQJoIsI OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 10.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO















QA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/l- BDFLAP ELEVTR BETA' REFERENCE INFORMATION
(COJO131	 Q OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/S MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16.300 10.000 .000 SREF 2690.000- SQ.FT -(CQJ015) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 10.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
(CQJ014I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO .960 16.300 10.000 -5.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
(C0J016) QA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .553 15.300 10.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN, XO



















OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CQJ013) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI - 14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED
ICQJ0153
C  2
CFHT- 110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
(CQJDi4) OA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-14OA/B MOD-L 72-0 OTR6APSCALEO
(CQJOIG) OA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-14DA/B M00EL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
RN/L	 SDFLAP ELEVTR BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	.980 16.3 0 10.000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	
.953 16.300 10.000 	 OOU LREF	 474.8000	 IN.
	
.960 16.300 10.000 -5.000 BREF	 935.7000	 IN.
	
.953 16.300 10.000 -5.000 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
	
YMRP	 .0000 IN. YO
	




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES




















DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RN/L	 BDFLAP ELEVTR BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION	 Li
ICQJC131 QQ CA	 -110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO 	 SGO 16.300 10.000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
I Cojol
O :SO CFHT
l	 0 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .953 16.300 10.000	 .000 LREF	 474.6000 IN.(COLT014)	 CA-50 CFHT-110 RI-MOA/B MODEL 72-0 CTRGAPSEALEO	 .960 I6.300 10.000 -5.000 BREF	 936.7000 IN.
ICQJ0163	 CA-SO CFHT-ItO RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 953 16.300 10.000 -5.000 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
	
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
	




1	 1.	 F 1. 1 .	1	 1	 F
.35
-20	 -10	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON GAP INTERPANEL GAP EFFECT
(A)MACH = 10.33	 PAGE	 26
ELIE
DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RN/L	 BDFLAP ELEVTR BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(COJ013] OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16.300 10.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(CQJO151 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 10.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
(CQJO14) OA-SC CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16.300 10.000 -5.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
[COJ016I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/3 MODEL. 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 10.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO



















DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION[ RWL BDFLAP ELEVTR BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(COJO13) OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-I40A/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO .960 IG.300 10.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT.
ICQJ0151 OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14CA/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 IO.DCO .000 LREF 474.9000 1N.
(CQJ0141 OA-90 CFHT--110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 IG.300 10.000 -5.000 BREF 936.7000 1N.
( CWOts 1 OA-90 CFHT- 110 RI -140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 10.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO



















.Z	 u	 .Z	 .4	 .b	 . 8 	 1.0
	 1.2	 1.4
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
ELEVON GAP INTERPANEL GAP EFFECT
DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L
	
BDPLAP ELEVTR BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
ICaJ0131 OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 15.300 10.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(CaJoI51 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 10.000 ODD LREF 474.BDOD IN.
(COJ014) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/9 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO .960 16.300 10.000 -5.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
(COJ016) OA-90 CFHT-ItO RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 10.000 -5.000 %MRP 1076.7000 IN. x0
YMRP .00fl0 1N. YO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
	 {•
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RN/L
	
BDFLAP ELEVTR SETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IC0J0131QA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO
	 .960 16.300 10.000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
ICQJO153	 OA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 0TRGAPUNSEAL
	 .953 16.300 10 .000	 .000 LREF	 474.6000 IN.
(COJ0141	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI - I4OA/B MODEL 72^13 OTRGAPSEALED
	 .960 16 . 300 10.000 -5.000 BREF	 936 .7000 IN.
(COJO163 q OA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-I40A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .953 16.300 10.000 -5.000 XMRP	 1076 .7000 IN. XO
	
YMRP	 .0000 IN. YO
	















ELEVON GAP INTERPANEL CAP EFFECT






BâFLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.625 16.3DD 55.000 15.000 SREF 	 2650.0000 SQ.FT.
.989 16.300 55.000	 .000 LREr 	474.8000	 IN.
	
.953 16.300 55.000 10.000 SREF	 936.7000	 IN.
	
.963 16.300 55.000 15.000 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. x0
	
1.244 16.300 55.000 15.000 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
	ZMRP 	 375.0000 1N. ZO
	
SCALE	 .0100
0A-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CQJ0171 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 CTRGAPUNSEAL
ICQJD12) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
(COJ0151
i
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MIL 72-0 OTRGAPuNSEAL(00J017) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAP"ISEAL
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




















OA A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L HOFLAP SPOHRtt ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
II(COJO171 OA-90 CFHT:110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 525 16.300 55.000 15.000 SREF 2690.0000 S0,F7.(CGJ0123 OA-90 CFHT110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 1969 16.300 55.000 .000 LREF 474.13000 IN.
ICQJ0151 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 55.000 10.000 SREF 936.7000 IN.
EDQJ0171 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .963 16.300 55.000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. x0(EQtIDI71 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 1.244 16.300 55.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES






OA—A SET SYMBOL COWI GLIRAT1LN DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP SPDBRK ELEVTR RlFERD CE INFORMATION
[COJO17I DA-90 CFHT-110 R[-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .625 16.300 55.000 15.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(COJO12) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 07RGAPUNSEAL .989 16.300 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
ICOJ0151
i
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPuNSEAL .953 16.300 55.000 10.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.(00JO17) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL, .963 16.300 55.000 15.000 %MRP 1076.7000 IN. x0
IEQJ0171 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 1.244 16.300 55.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
?MRP 375.0000 1N. ZO
SCALE .0100
.1	 .^	 1	 .1	 0	 -.1	 -.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM














































_	 DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L [30FLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
ICOJO171 OA-90 CFHT- IIb RI-140A/8 MODEL 72-G OTRGAPUNSEAL .525 16.300 55.000 15.000 SREF 2690.0000 S9.FT.
fccial21 OA-90 CFIAT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .989 16.300 55.000 .DOD LREF 474.8000 IN.
ICOJO[5) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI--14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 55.000 10.000 SREF 936.7000 IN.
IDQJ0[7) CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .963 16.300 55.000 ,5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 !N,	 x13
EE4J017) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 1.244 16.300 55.000 15.OD0 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0100
-20
	 --10	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 SO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
EFFECT OF POSITIVE DEFLECTED UNSEALED ELEVONS
(A)MACH = 10.3I
	 PAGE	 34
OA-A SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 BOFLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATIQN
(CUJ017I CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .625 16,300 55.000 15.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(COJO12I OA-90 CFHT-110 R(-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .989 16.300 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
(COJO151 CA-90
i
CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 55.000 10.000 SREF 935.7000 IN.
IClQJ017) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .963 16.300 55.000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
tEQJD171 OA-90 CFHT-110 R[-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 1.244 16.300 55.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 1N. YO
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REFERENCE INFORMATIONDA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP SPOBRK £LEVTR
(C0J017) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .625 16 . 300 95.000 15.000 SREF 2690 .0000 SQ.FT.
ICOJ0123 0.-90 CFHT-110 R1 - 140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .989 16.300 55.000 .CyjO LREF 474 .BOOD IN.
(COJ0151
i
CA-50 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.3D0 55.000 10,2100 BREF 936 .7000 IN.
IQQJ017I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .963 16 . 300 55 .000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. x0
EECJ0171 DA-90 CFHT-110 R1 - 140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 1.244 16 . 300 55.000 15 .000 YMRP . 0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0100
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES




DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L SDFLAP SPDBRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
ECOJ0171 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL . 625 16.300 55 .000 15 . 000 SREF 2630.0000 SO.FT.
ECOJO121 OA -90 CFHT - 110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .989 16 . 300 55.000 .000 LREF 474.9000 1N.
ICOJ0151
j
OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .553 16.300 55.000 10.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
E00JO171 OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL S63 16.300 55.000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. X0
IEE]J0171 DA-90 CF14T-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLWSEAL 1.244 16.300 55.000 I5.000 YMRP ,x000 1N. YO





















PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
A
EFFECT OF POSITIVE DEFLECTED UNSEALED ELEVONS
	 'a
(A)MACH = 10.31
	 PAGE	 37	 ----
-4
f
_	 ^	 ....^., ,.,.^.w....,^.,,...u.,^.-z..^,^, ..-^..,,,..^.x,..,^....,..^.,...,,...>..,,..o.^..^,h..,^.«.....^..,.-., 	 _^__	 ^.M_.....,,.n...._._ ._-^.^.^._....p..... ._.Mrs....—,_ 	 ._...,.! .
DA -A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RN/L
	
BDFLAP SPDBRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
ECOJO171	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 UIRGAPUNSEAL 	 .625 16.300 55.000 15.00p -- -F	 2690.0000 $0.FT.
IC0J0121	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .989 16 .300 S5.000	 .000 LREF	 474.8000 IN.	 f
IC©JO151	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	
.953 16.300 55.000 10.000 BREF	 936.7000	 IN,	 I
I00JO171	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .963 IS.300 55.000 15.000 XMRP	 1076.70x".]	 1N. x0
tEUJ017) i OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTMGAPUNSEAL	 1.244 16.300 55.000 15.000 YMRP 	 OJ00 IN. YO
	
ZMRP	 375.0000 IN. ZO
	
SCALE	 OILuo
-.1	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
EFFECT OF POSITIVE DEFLECTED UNSEALED ELEVONS

















DA-A SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAr SP013RK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(C0J017) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 625 16.300 55.000 15.000 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT.
(COJ012) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLINSEAL .989 16.300 55.000 .000 (.REF 474.8000 IN.
(COJO15)
j
OA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 55.000 10.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
(00ri,'7) OA-90 CFHT-110 R;	 !40A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 963 16.300 55.000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
(EOJ01 7 ) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 1.244 16.300 55.000 15.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .Oi00
-zu	
-lu	 u	 lu	 ZO	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES








































OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BOFLAP SPDSRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(COJO17) OA-90 CFHT - 110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .625 16.300 55 . 000 15.000 SREF 26C-10 . 0000 S©.FT.
(COJ012 3
 3
CFHT- 110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 989 16.300 55 . 000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
(COJO15) OA-90 CFHT--110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .553 16 . 300 55.000 10 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
(DOJ017) OA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .963 I8.300 55.000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. xO
(E(MO17) OA-90 CFHT- 110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 1.244 16.300 55.0D0 15.000 YMRP , 0000 IN. YO
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BRFLAP SM13RK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CQd012) "A-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAFLISEAL .989 16.300 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 .',a. 17T.
(CQJ0131 OA 90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16.300 55.000 10.000 LREP 474.8000 1N.
IOOJ0l51 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.246 16.300 55.000 10.000 BREF 936.700D 1N.(Cajole) OA-90 CFHr-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.200 16.300 55.000 15.000 %MRP 1076.7000 IN.	 x13
YMRP .0000 iN. YO














































DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP 5PD[3RIt ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
ICQJQI21 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .599 16.300 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT,
ECQJ0131 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16.300 55.000 10.000 LgEF 474.6000 IN.
IDRJ0131 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.246 16.300 55.000 10.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
ICQJ0161 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.200 16.300 55.000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7030 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0100
-_/u	 -1U
	 u	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES




DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BOFLAP SPOBRK ELEYTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
ICOJO121	 Q OA-90 CFHT-11D RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL %S 16.300 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT.
ICOJ013 1 CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16.300 55.0'00 10,000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
CDQJ0131
lluJ
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAP5EALED 1.246 16.300 55.000 !0.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
(CQJOi81 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.200 16.300 55.000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. x0
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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OA-A SET SYM130L COW tCLRAT IOV DESCRI OTION RN/L BOFLAP SPDBRt ELEVTR REFERENCE INFOR-ATION
tcojo123	 Q QA-90 CFHT-Ito RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .989 16.300 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
tCQJ0131 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/6 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .950 16.300 55.000 10.000 LREF 474.130M IN.(DOJ0133 OA-90 (:BHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.246 16.300 55.000 10.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
1CcJ0183 OA-90 CFHT-It0 R!-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGArISFALEO 1.200 16.300 55.000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. KOYMRP .0000 3N.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0100
C)
OA-A SET SYM9OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
[C0J012) OA-90 CFHT-li0 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 07RGAPUNSEAL
(C[3J0131 OA-90 CFHT-tlC R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO(00JO13) OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO
ICuials1 CA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-14GA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO
RN/L BOFLAP SPDBRK ELEVTR REFERENCE ]NORMATION
.969 16.300 55.000 .000 SREF 26690.0000 SO.FT.
.960 16.300 55.000 10 X00 LRZF 474.6000 IN.
1.246 15.300 55.000 10.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.




PARP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0100
u	 u	 t L1	 zu	 J u 	 4U	 50	 SO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
	 i1
EFFECT OF POSITIVE DEFLECTED SEALED ELEVONS
(A) MACH = 10.33
	 PAGE	 45	 s
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DA -- A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
fCQJ0121q OA-SO CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-13 OTRGAPUNSEAL
ICQJ013) 	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO
i0QJ0131	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED(Cajole)	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO
RN/L	 BOFLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR	 RE_FEREN'CE INFORMATION
.989 16.300 55. WO	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
	
.960 16.300 55.000 10.000 LREF	 474.8000	 IN.
	
1.246 16.300 55.000 10.000 BREF 	936.70170	 IN.
	
1.200 16.300 55.000 15.000 XRp	1076:7000 1N. v0
	ZM 	 375.0000 1N. 20
	
SCALE	 .0100
-20	 -10	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
























DA - A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 BOFLAP SPDHRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(COJ012I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/6 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .989 16.300 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
(COJ0133 OA-90 CFHT-;10 RI-14OA/6 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16 . 300 55.000 10 . 000 LREF 474.8000 Iii.
(CQJ013! OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/S MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.246 16.300 55 . 000 10.000 SREF 936.7000 IN.
ICajole I OA-90 CFHT-110 R1 - 140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.200 16 . 300 55.000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7000 3N. XO
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP SPDHRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
ICOd0123 DA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/8 MODEL 72-0 DIRGAPUNSEAL .989 16.300 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SI3.FT.ICOJ013' OA-90 CFHT-!10 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16.300 55.000 10.000 LREF 474.13000 1N.
I00d0131 DA-90 CFHT-110 R1--140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALE0 1.246 16.300 55.000 10.000 SREF 936.7000 IN.
ICQJO!91 OA-90 CFHT- 110 R1 -140A/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAP5EALE0 1.200 16,300 55 .000 15 . 000 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. xO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO



















DA-A SET SYMBOL COW1 6UPATION CESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP SP09RK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMAT[ON
iCOJDl2 I OA-9O CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .989 16.300 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT,(COJO131 QA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16.300 55.000 10.000 LREF 474.6000 IN.[00JO13] DA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 13TRGAPSEALED 1.246 16.300 55.000 10.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
ICQJOIB) OA-90 CFHT-1[0 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEI3 1.200 16.300 55.000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XOYMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0100
--1 u	 U	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES





































DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L 90FLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
fCDJO12) CA--90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPJNSEAL .989 16.300 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.(COJO131
9
OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16.300 55.000 10.000 LREF 474.6000 IN_
tDOJD13) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/9 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.246 16.300 55.000 10.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
(C0JOt8) ©A-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B VZOEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.200 16.300 55.000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0:;00 IN.  YO
















-zu	 -- 1 u	 u	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES





CA— A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(COJOIII OA-90 CFHT—I10 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLJNSEAL
(COJ019) CA-90 CFHT-110 R1-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLINSEAL
(COd020) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGA"SEAL
ICOJO21) OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
(019021) OA-90 CFHT— I30 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL




BDFLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.946 — 11.700 55.000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 S(7.FT.
	
.963 —11.700 55.000 —10.000 LREF 	 474.6000	 IN.
	
.991 — 11.700 55.000 —20.000 BREF 	 936.7000	 IN.
	
.601 — 11.700 55.000 —40.000 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
	
.987 —11.700 55.000 —40.000 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
	





















--zu	 - t u	 u	 1 u	 ^eu	 JU	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
EFFECT OF NEGATIVE DEFLECTED ELEVONS
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DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L
	
SDFLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE '^!FORMATION
iCOJOf]]OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-E40A/E3 MODEL 72-0 OT c GAPUNSEAL






	 OA-90 CFHT-li0 R1-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OfRGAPUNSEAL
	
.963 -11.700 55.000 -10.0€70 LREF 	 474.8000	 !N.
(C12J020)	 OA-90 CFPT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .991 -11.700 55.000 -20.000 RREF 	 936.7000	 I.N.
(COJO21)	 OA-90 CFL1T-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 601 -11.700 55.000 -40.(700 .,MRP	 1076.7000	 1N. x0
EDQJ021)
	
OA-90 CFHT-110 W -140A/B MUOCL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	
.987 -11.700 55.000 -40.000 YMRP 	 .0003
	
IN. YO






—2U	 —10	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
EFFECT OF NEGATIVE DEFLECTED ELEVONS







. ':N^	 ^ -	 as	 lr ^^	 ,.	 -..._	 .,. _. ..	 ,
DA-A SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP SPDBRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFaRMATION
ICQJO111 CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .549 -11.700 55.000 .000 SREF 2590.0000 SQ.FT.
I M'019I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A.'B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .963 -11,700 55.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8000 1N.
1COJC20I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .991 -11.700 55.000 -20.000 BREF 936.7009 IN,
ICGJ0211 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .601 -11,700 55,000 -40.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO[.DQJC211 CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .987 -11.700 55.000 -401 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO




































OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 BOFLAP SPDBRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
ICOJ01I)	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/13 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .948 -11.700 55.000 	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SOFT.
IO2J0193	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .963 -11.700 55.000 -10-000 LREF	 474.6000 IN.
(CQJ020)	 OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .991 -11.700 55.000 -20.000 BREF	 936.7000 IN.
(CQJ02II	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-13 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 601 -11.700 55.000 -40.000 XMRP 	 1076.7000	 1N. XO
(01NJ021I	 OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA /B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 eS7 -11.700 55 .000 -40.000 YMRP	 0000	 1N. YO






















0A-A SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BOFLAP SPDHRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
ICaJ0111 OA-90 CFHT-itO RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .948 -11.700 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
ICOJ0191 CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 963 -11.700 55.000 -10.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
ICOJ0201 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .991 -11.700 55.000 -20.000 BREF 936.7000 1N.
ICOJO211 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .601 -11.700 55.000 -40.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
CDOJ0211 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTR13APUNSEAL .987 -11.700 55.000 -40.000 YMRP .0000 1N. YO














0A"'A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RN/L
	
BOFLAP SPOHRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
ICOJ01I1 j QA-9.7 CFHT-110 R(-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .948 -11.700 55.000
	
.000 SREF	 2690.0000 SO FT.(COJ019)	 OA-90 CFHT-114 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .9a5 -11.700 55.000 -10.000 LREF 	 474.8000	 IN.(COJ0201	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-I40A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .991 -11.700 55.000 -20.000 SREF 	 936.7000 IN.(COJ4211	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .601 -11.740, 55.000 -40.000 XMRP 	 (076.7000	 IN. XO(D(^J021)	 CA-90 CFHT- 110 R1-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .987 - 1(.700 55.000 -40.400 YMRP	 .0000 IN. YO








ANGLE 01- ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES









































CA—A SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BOFLAP SPDBRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(COJO[II OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B M- aL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .948 —11.700 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT,
1COJ0191 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .963 —11,700 55.000 — 10.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.(CQJD201 CA-90
i
C'HT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .991 —11.700 55.000 —20.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.(COJO21) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B NOEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .6C1 —11.700 SF 100 —40.000 XMRP 1076.7000• 1N. X0
1120JO211 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .98? — 11.700 5 .000 —40.000 YMRP 0000 IN. YO






























DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RN/L.	 BOFLAP SPDBRK £LEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
[COJOIII	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MOREL 72-0 OTRGAPLINSEAL 	 .948 -11.700 55_ODO 	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
ICQJOl91	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .963 -11.700 55.000 -10.000 LREF	 474,8650 IN.
ICQJO2¢l	 OA-90 CFHT-lIO RI-14DA /G MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 991 -11.700 55.000 -20.000 BREF	 936.7000 IN.
lCOJO211	 OA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .601 -11.700 55.000 -40.000 XMRP	 1"'5.7000	 IN. XO
iOQJ0211	 CA-90 CFHT-110 RI - 14OA/B MOREL 72 .0 OTRGAPUNSEAL. 	 .987 -11.700 55.000 -40 .000 YMRP	 .GOOD
	
114. YO	 :7
[CW022I p OA-90 CFHT-110 RI
-
14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAP5EALEq
	1.235 -11.700 55.000 -40.00D SMRPE	375 .00Q0 IN, ZO 7
1.2
1 , D	 #	 ^;o
—.z	 u	 .1	 .4	
.6	 .8
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CE_






	 CONFIMRATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFL.'.^ SPOBRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
[COJOII I OA-90 CFHT - 110 R1-140A/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL . 948 -11.700 55 .000 .000 SREF 2690 .0000 SQ.FT.
ICgJOl9) OA-9D CFHT-110 RI-14DA /B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .983 -11.700 55.000 -10 .000 LREF 474 .8000 1N.(COJO203 OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-140A/B MOO£L 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL . 991 -11.700 55.000 -20.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
IC 12JO21) RA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTR13APUNSEAL .601
-11.700 55.000 -40.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
IDUJ02I) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .987 -11.700 55 .000 -40.000 YMRP .0000 IN. r0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
EFFECT OF NEGATIVE DEFLECTED ELEVONS
WMACH	 10.33 PAGE 59
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DA-A SET SYM90L COW IGMATION DESCRIPTION
(COJO11) OA-90 CFHT- 1I0 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
ICOJOI9I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
CCOJO20) OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14CA/B MODEL 72=O OTRGAPLINSE=AL
( COJO21) OA-90 CF)4T - I10 RI-I4CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
I mJ02i) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL






RN/L	 BOFLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.9413 -11.700 55.000	 DOD SREF	 2890.0000 SO.FT.
.9G3 -11.700 55.000 -10.000 LREF	 474.BODO	 IN.
.991 -11.700 55.000 -20.000 BREF	 936.7000 IN.
.GO[ -11.700 55.000 -40.000 XMRP 	 1078.7000	 IN. x0
.987 -11.700 55.000 -40.000 YMRP 	 .0000 1N. YO
1.235 -11.700 55.000 -40.000 






ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
EFFECT OF NEGATIVE DEFLECTED ELEVONS



















OA—A SET StMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP ELEVTR SETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(Cc3J0I1I. OA-90 CFHT-1I0 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLINSEAL .948 — 11.700 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
ICOJO23I OA-90 CFHT-110 ki-14OA/B MODEL 72 .0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.219 — 11.700 —40,000 —5.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
(COJO121 CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRSAPUN5EAL .989 16.300 .000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
iCOJO14) OA-90 CFHT-110'RI- 140,0/8 MODE 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16.300 10.000 —5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. X0 i




















^20	 —10	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANULL OF ATTACK *
 ALPHA o DEGREES
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS AT -5 DECREES BETA




DA-'A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	
RN/L	 BDFLAP ELEVTR BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
1 C0JO11 ]	 CA 90 CFHT-110 RI-140&/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .948 -11.700	 .000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SOFT.
ICOJ0231	 CA-90 CFHT-11O RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 	 1.219 -11.700 -40.000 -5.000 LREF 	 474,8070 IN.	 I
ICOJO121	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 989 16.300
	
.000	 .000 BREF	 936.7000 IN.
ICQJ0141	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED
	
.960 16.300 10.000 -5.000 XMRP 	 1076.700D IN. xO
ECOJOI61	 OA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-140A /8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .953 16 .300 10.000 -5 .000 YMRP	 .0000 IN. YO
	

















LL	 i	 I	 I	 I
DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDI:LAP ELEVTR BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(COJOf11 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 948 -11 700 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
tCOJ0231 DA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAP5EALED 1.2(9 -11.700 -40.000 -5.000 LREF 474.800D IN.
(COJ012)
i
CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-t40A/B MODEL 72-0 10TROAPUN5EAL .989 16.300 .000 ,ODO SREF 936,7000 1N.
(C(2J0141 DA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTROAPSEALEO .M 16.300 10.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
(CQJ016) DA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/0 MODEL 72-0 13TRUAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 10.0017 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YD





















.L	 .1	 u	 - . 1	 ".z
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM





DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP ELEVTR BETA REFERENCE INFORMATI04
(COWOII] QA-9D CFHT-110 R140A/B MODEL 72-13 OTRGAPUNSEAL .948 -11.700 .000 DOD SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
l[(CO310233 DA-90 CFHT-1l0
-1
lAOAR1-/B MODEL 72-II OTRGA?SEALED 1.719 -!1,700 -40.000 -s.naa LREF 474.6000 !N.
1COJO121
j
OA-90 CFHT-IID R1-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUN5EAL .989 16.300 .000 DOD BREF 936.7000 IN.
(CQJ01R) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 16,300 10.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076,1000 IN, x0
ICLWDI6] OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140E/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL . 953 16 . 300 10.000 -5 , 000 YMRP . 0000 IN. YO

























	 u	 I 	 20	 30	 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES




OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIP- ION RN/L BOFLAP ELEVTR BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(C0J01I) OA-90 CF FfT-110 RI-14OA/B MOREL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .949 -11.700 .000 .000 SREF 2690 .0000 SO.FT.
(CQJ023) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72 .0 OTRGAPSEALEO 1.219 -11.700 -40.000 -5.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
ICQJ012)
j
OA -90 CFI+T-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .969 16.300 .000 .000 BREF 935.7000 IN.
ICOJOI4I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO .960 16.300 10.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
(COJOI6) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 10.000 -5,000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO


































OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP £LEVTR BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CUJOII) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .948 -11.700 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO YT.
(CQJ0233 CA-90 CFHT-1(0 RI-140A/6 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.219 -11.700 -40.000 -5.000 LREF 474.8000 1N.
(CQJO121 OA-9D CFHT-110 RI-140A/a MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .989 15.300 .000 .000 BREF 936.7000 1N.
(COJO14I OA-90 CFHT-1l0 R-140A/B MOREL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED .960 35.300 10.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
ItCQJ016) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 10.000 --5.000 YMFZP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0€100 IN. ZO
SCALE .0100
_zu	 -1 u
	 u	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS AT --5 DEGREES BETA





















OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( C1?JOl 1 ) OA-90 CFHT- I I C R I -140A/B MODEL 72-13 OTRGAPUNSEAL
ICQJ023I OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED
(COJ0121 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
(COJ014) OA-SO CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO(CCIJOl6) OA-90 CFHT-1l0 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
RN/L
	 BDFLAP ELEVTR BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.948 -11.700	 .000
	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SO.Fr.
	




.989 16.300	 .000	 .000 BREF	 936.7000	 IN.
	




.953 16.300 101000 -5.000 YMRP 	 .0000	 1N. YO




.^	 .^	 c	 .i	 u	
-.1	 -.2	
-.3	 --.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM


















0A-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L 90FLAP ELEVTR BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
t.	 iCQJ0111 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .948 -11.700 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 S©.FT,
iCQJ023I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.219 -11.700 -40.000 -5.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
iCQJ0121
i
DA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .989 16.300 .000 DW BREF 936 .700D 1N.
ICQJ0141 DA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED . 960 16 . 300 10.000 -5 . 000 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. X0
ICQJ0161 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI - 14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL . 953 16 . 300 10.000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 1N. YO












-.Z	 u	 .4	 6	 .8	 1.0
	 1.2	 1.4
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL





































OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L 80FLAP El_EVTR BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
IC1]JO1I) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .948 -11.70n .000 ,000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(CQJ0233 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO 1.219 -t( „00 -W,000 -5.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
(CQJO12)
i
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .989 16.300 .000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN.(COJO14) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEI? .960 16.300 10.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
ICOJ0161 OA-90 CFHT-110 R1- 14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 10.000 -5,000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1 N. ZO
SCALE .0100
-zu	 --1 u	 u	 l u
	 20	 30	 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS AT -5 DEGREES BETA
(A) MACH  = 10.3?
50	 60
PAGE	 69
OA—A-SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ODFLAP ELEVTR BETA fEF£RENCE INFORMATION
(Ci)Jc^.11 I 0A-91) CFHT-110 R1-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLINSEAL .948 — 11.700 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 S©.FT.
(COJ0231 OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRC,APSEALEO 1.219 —11.700 —40.000 —5.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
(CDJ012) OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .989 16.300 .000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
(COJO14I OA-90 CFHT— EIO RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO .960 16.300 10.000 —5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
ICt7JO1U) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI- 14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .953 16.300 I0=0 —5.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO













_zu	 -1u	 U	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS AT -S DEGREES BETA




























OA—A SET SYMBOL- CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RN/L	 SOFLAP SP©BRK ELEVTR 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
i ►Q0d0011 
Q 
OA-90 CFHT- 110 RI^-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 U^•TRGAPUNSEAL	 .935	 .000 55.000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 S©.FT.(CC-5011)	 OA-90 CFHT- 110
 
RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUII SEAL	 .948 -11.700 55.000	 .000 LREF	 474.8000 IN.
ICGJOt2, Zj OA-90 CFHT- I[0 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72 -0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .989 16.300 55 .000	 .000 BREF	 936.7000 IN.
	
XMRP	 1076.7000 IN. XO
	YMRP 	 .0000 IN. YO
	






















QA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 BOFLAP SP08RK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INF^URMATION
I00J0013 Q OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B hEMEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	
.935	 .000 55.x00	 .000 SREF	 2&.°.0.0000 SQ.FT.[COJp lllOA-O0 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .948 -11.700 55.000	 .000 LREF	 °74.8003 1N.IC12JOl21
	
OA-90 CF141T-II0 RI-I40A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL





XMRP	 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
YMRP	 OOOO IN. YO5 ALE 375.0000 1N. ZO
ANGLE OF ATTACK.
-ALPHA. DEGREES +v	 ~V
BODY FLAP EFFECTIVENESS






PITCHING •MOMENT COFFFICIFNT. CCM
BODY FLAP EFFECTIVENESS
OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	
RNA	 BOFLAP SPOBRK ELEJTR
(00J0011 Q OA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-140A/B M13DEL 72-0 ©TRGAPUNSEAL
	 . 935	 .0W 55 .010	 .000
(CQJ01l1 CL?1 ©A-90 CPHT-1!0 RI-140A/S MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	
.948 -11.700 55.007 	 .000



























BREF 936 .7000 IN.
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO




	 PAGE	 73	 1
DA—A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L	 BDFLAP SPDBRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
I MJ0017	 Q QA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B (MODEL 72 —Q OTRGAPUNSEAL .935	 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(COJLTIII	 JJ OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAP(WSEAL .948	 — 11.700 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
(COJO12)	 Q CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .989	 16.300 55.000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN .
XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XC;
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
























DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
	 RN/L
	
60FLAP SFOBRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
!	 I MJ001I
	 RA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14QA/H MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .935	 .000 55.000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SOFT.
iCQJOIII	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .948 -11.700 55.000	 .000 LREF	 474.8000 IN.
iCQJ0I21	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .989 16.300 55.000	 .000 BREF	 936.7000 ]N.
	
XMRP	 1076.7000 1N. XO
	
YMRP	 .0000 IN. YO
	
















-Iu	 u	 1u	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60	 ;4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BODY FLAP EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH = 10.31 PAGE
	 75	 s'.
0A-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RN/L
	
BDFLAP SP09RK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(00JO0I)	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/13 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .935	 .000 55.000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 S4.FT.
iGOJ01i}	 OA-°-O CFWT-I10 R[-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL. 	 .948 -11.700 55.000	 .000 LREF	 474.8000
	
1N.(GQJ012	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14UA/9 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .989 16.300 55.000	 .0[70 BREF	 936.7000 IN.
	
xMRP	 1076.7000 IN. xO
	
YMRP	 X000 1N. YO
	























-20	 -i0	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BODY FLAP EFFECTIVENESS


















OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 R'I/L	 BOFLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
10pd00i1 C) OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/6 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .935	 .000 55.000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SQ.PT .
ICOJ0III Ou OA-90 C77HT-JI0 R1-14CA/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	
.548 -11.700 55.000 	 Oao LREF	 474.8000 IN.







	YMRP 	 .0000 IN. YO
	
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. Z3
SCALE	 .0100
.4	 .3	 ,2	 .1	 0	 -.1	 -.2
	 -.3
	 --.4


















DA"A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/1-
	
BDFLAP SPDBRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
d'	 fDOJ00)1 qq OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 . 935	 .000 55.000	 . 00[1 SREF	 2690 .0000 SQ.r'
ICpJ011	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .9413 -11,700 55.000	 .000 LREF	 474.8^„00	 IN.
ICQJ0121	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 9B9 16.300 55.000	 .000 BREF	 936.7000	 IN,
	
XMRP	 1076.7000 1N. X0
_	 YMRP	 0000 IN. Yp
	
ZMRP	 375.CC:7:'	 !V. ZC
	
SCALE	 .0127




BODY FLAP EFFECTIVENESS =---
CA)MACH




-..	 ^	 ......—..._.:...	 _w -,.,	 w^uv»..	 v..^. ,.,	 ,i.	 ..^^ _^.«..-,^.	 ,. — ......	 ..............a .	 ,^^ jam...	 ,.:—•^
DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 BDFLAP SPDBRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(DQJO0I) 
Q 
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/6 MODEL 72-0 DTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .935	 .000 55.000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SO.FT.
ICQJ0111	 BA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA /8 MODEL 72-0 DTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .949 -1[.700 55.000	 .000 LREF	 474.BOGD IN.
Icod( 2)	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 DTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .989 16.300 55.000	 .000 BREF	 936.7000 IN.
	
XMRP	 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
YM.RP	 .0000	 IN. YO
	
ZMRP	 375.0000 IN. ZO
	
SCALE	 .0103
--1U	 -1 U	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40

























































OA-A SET SYM9OL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IMJDDI1
	
13A-90 CFHT-1 10 RI-14CA/B fAZOEL 72-0 OTRUPLMEAL
ICGJOli1	 0A-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNS£AL
ICOJO121	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL, 72-0 OTRGAPUMSEAL
RN/L 90FLAP	 SP09RK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
.935 .ODD	 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.GOW SQ.FT.
.948 -11.700	 55.00D .DOD LREF 474.8000 IN.





ANbLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES






OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BOFLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
_;-	 1012JO011 OA-90 CFHT-I10 RI-140A/B MODEL 72°Q {7TRGRPUNSEAL 935 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 S©.FT.
[COJO031 OA-90 CFHT-l10 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.245 .000 55.000 .000 LREr• 474.8000 IN.
IC12JO07I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .980 .000 85.000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
IC61J0091 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO 1.214 .000 65.000 .000 XmRP 1076.7000 IN. x0
YMRP .0000 1N. YO























--zu	 - I U	 U	 l U	 zu	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SPED BRAKE EFFECTIVENESS
CA)MACH = 10.31	 PAGE	 81
OA-A SET SYMROL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP SPOSRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
I DQJOOI ) OA 90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
IcQj0031 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTROAPSEALED 1.245 .000 55.000 COO LREF 474.8000 IN.
1COJO071 OA-90 CrHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .980 .000 95.000. .000 RCK'97 936.7000 IN.
1 02J009) CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.214 .000 65.000 .000 xMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 X(3
YmRP .0000 IN. YO
ZmqP 375,0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0100
DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(DOJOOII
	
CA 90 CFHT-110 R1-MCIA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
(CQJ003I	 9A-90 CFHT-110 R1-140A/B MODEL - 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO
ICOJO07I	 0A-90 CFHT-110 R1-140n/8 MODEL 72 -0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
ICQJO09)
	
OA-90 CFHT- - 110 R1-14OA /B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED
RN/L
	
BDFLAP SPDBRK ELEVTR 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.935
	 .000 55.000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 S©.FT.
	
1.245	 .000 55.000	 .000 LREF	 474.8000	 IN.
	




.000 XMRF	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
	
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
	








































DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFEGl7RATION DESCRIPTION RN/L 9DFL,-J SPD9RK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(DOJ001f	 0 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/8 MODEL 72 .0 OTRSAPUNSEAL .935 .Oav 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.(COJ003) OA-90 CFHT-110 RE-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.245 .DOG 551000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
(COJO07) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/9 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLINSEAL .990 .000 95.000 .000 GREF 936.7000 IN.(COJO09I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.214 .000 15.000 .1700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRp 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0100
-1U	 -10
	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60





r;	 DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 BOFLAP SPDSRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATIaN
IDUd00t )OA -90 CFHT-110 RI-I40A/B ^1C=^'L 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .935	 .000 55.000	 .000 SREF	 2890.0000 SO.FT.
1COJ0q31
	
OA 90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED
	 1.245	 .000 55.000	 .000 LREF	 474.8000 1N.
(COJ007)
	
OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	
980	 .000 85.000	 .000 SREF	 936.70170	 IN.
1CQJ0091	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 	 1.214	 .000 95.000	 .000 XMRP	 1075.7000	 IN. XO
	
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO






















13A'A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAF' SPOBRK EGEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
IDWUDII
g
OA-90 CFHT-1I0 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
ICOJO03I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1,245 .000 55.000 OOU LREF 474.8000 1N.
1COX073
	
(G1> OA-90 CFHT-110 RI- 140A/B MODEL 72. 0 OTRGAPUNSEAL SBD .000 85.000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN. I.:.
ICi7d0091 OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14DA/B MODEL 72 .0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.214 .000 85.000 .000 XNJZP 1076.7000 IN. %O Y
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
375.0000 1N. ZO
SCRLE
OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 BOFLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR 	 P-FERENCC IWORMATION
ICOMOII OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(CQJ003I OA10 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.245 .000 55.000 .000 LREF 474.6000 IN.
ICQJ007) OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .960 .000 85.000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
(C.:J009) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.214 .000 85.000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. %O
YMRP .0000 1N.	 Y13























DA"A SET T rMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RN/L	 BE]FLAP SPf1BRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(DEW00I1 Q 0A-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .935	 .000 55.000	 .0100 SREF	 2690.0000 S13.FT.
1COJO03I	 CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 	 1.245	 .000 55.000	 .000 LREF	 474.8000 IN.
IMOW I
	
OA-9O CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .980	 .000 B5.000	 .000 SREF	 935.7000 IN.
tcIJJ0091 ci OA-90 CFHV-iI0 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALE4 	 1.214	 .000 85.000	 .000 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. X3
	
YMRP	 .0000 IN. YO
	







.1	 u	 .l	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4














 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFQRMATION
IDOJ001 1 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQXT. f`
ICOJO03I OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.245 .000 55 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN. ff1111
IC(2J0071 OA-90 CFHT- 110 R1-I40A/B MODEL, 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL . 980 000 85.000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN. ___...••
,:. ICad0091 CA-90 CFPT- 110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.214 .000 85.000 .000 XMRP 1076 . 7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO









ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES ..,
	
. w	 %J v
SPEED BRAKE EFFECTIVENESS



























OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BOFLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(OOJ0O11 OA-90 CF1 4FT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .0 00 SREF 26SO.CDOD SO.FT.(CQJ0031 QA-9O CFhTT-110 RI-14OAi8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.245 .000 55.000 .000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
ECOJO071 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .9130 .000 85.1000 .000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
ICUMO91 I:fiA-90 CFHT-110 RI-I4OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.214 .000 65.1300 .000 xMRP 1078.700£7 IN. x0
YMRP .0000 1N. YO
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ANbLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SPEED BRAKE EFFECTIVENESSVE





















OA-f. SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION	 RN/L	 BDFLAP SPOBRK BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
t00J001I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/13 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLINSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690,0000 SQ.FT,
(COJO02) OA-9C CFHT- 110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUINSEAL .935 .000 55.000 -5.000 LREF 474,8000 IN.
ECOJO041 OA-30 CFHT- 110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 4TRGAPSEALED 1.233 .000 55.000 -5 .003 BREF 936.7000 IN.
(COJ0081 OA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-140"8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .9B5 .000 65 .000 -5.0rw XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO






()A-A SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BOFLAP 5PD9RK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIONI
1D[7J001I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO XT.
ICOJCO21 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000- 55.000 -5.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
ICOJO041
i
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPS£ALED 1.233 .000 55.000 -5.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.(CaJ006) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/B MODEL. 72-0 OTRGAPLINSEAL .S95 .000 85.000
-5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XO(C1M0101 DA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.211 .000 85.000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO








DA-A SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION 
DESCRIPTION
RN/L 90FLAP SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
I OQjool CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MDIrL 72-0 OTRSAPUNSEAL .935 cloo 55 . 000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SC YT.
tC4J002 CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-1401./B MODEL 72-0 OTRDAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 -5.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
1COJO04) CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14rjA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.233 .000 55.000 -5.000 BREF 936.7CM IN.
lcojoos) OA-9r, CFHT-110 R1-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .985 .000 95 . 000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 ;N.	 XO
I CQJ0 I o 3 CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRC7APSEALED 1.211 .000 B5.000 -5.000 YMRP . 00,30 IN. YO






























PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM















OA'"A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 BOFLAP SPOBRK BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IDuJOO1]OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MOal. 72-0 OTRGAPUNSfAL 	 .935	 .000 55.000
	
C00 SREF	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
ICQJO823	 QA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .935	 .000 55.000 -5.000 LREF	 474.8000 1N.
[CQJ004I	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO 	 1.233	 .000 55.000 -5.000 BREF	 935.7000	 IN.
(CQd0081	 OA-90 CFHT^Il0 RI - 14OA/9 MODEL 72--0 OTRGAPUNSEAL	 .9B5	 .000 85 . 000 -5.0.'JO XMRP 	 1075.7000	 IN. YO
(Cad0101	 OA-90 CFHT-ILO R1 - 140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 	 1.211	 .000 95.000 -5.000 YMRP 	 .0000	 IN. YO
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OA -A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BOFLAP SPOBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(D:J001) DA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55 . 000 .000 SREF 2690 .0000 SQ.FT.
`	 :LQJ002) OA-90 EFWT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNS£AL .935 .000 55.000 -5.070 LREF 474.8DD0 IN.
(CGJ004) CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.233 .000 55.000 -5.000 SREF 936.7000 IN.
[CGIJOOE3) OA-90 CFHfi-E10 R!-14DA/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 385 000 85.000 -5.000 xMRP I076.7000 IN. xO
(COJOID) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.211 .000 85 .000 -5 .000 YMRP .0000 1N, YO



























	 U	 1 u	 2u	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SPEED BRAKE EFFECTIVENESS AT -5 DEGREES BETA
CA)rIACH = 10.31
	 PAGE	 95T!.^ ^ .. —..r-	 renr.r	 re-n-f..-a	 ^nrN.. - k y, 15 •	h-r_
	 _
Yi..'^. -w...-.,	 .^.^N.	 .i+rw.^».e-.a.--w^
	
JF	 -	 .ten ^^. 'Ldar.a. sLL..F F..n^»..,., F rl-...s,	 vat. 
.-..w.µ54. i,u.^..1 .14.,-.._a^.r 
=2L"C+-r^..+r.m. w.,...^tiN-- ....3 	 -























OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION RN/L BOFLAP SPOBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
IOQJ001! OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .0130 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
1COJO021 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 -5.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
ICOJO041
i
OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO 1.233 .000 55.000 -5.000 BREF 9-6.7000 114.	 ^s
(COJOOB7 OA-90 CFHT- 110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .985 .000 95 .000 -5 .000 xMRP 1076.7000 114.	 x0
ICOJ0101 4A-90 CFHT-1I0 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO 1.211 J00 85.000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
7MRP 375.0000 1N. ZO
SCALE .0100
-lu	 -1u
	 0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SPEED BRAKE EFFECTIVENESS AT -5 DECREES BETA
[A]MA C H = 10 .31	 PAGE	 96
OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIOM
(DOJ001) OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(CI^,I0021 OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/E MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 55.000 -5.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.
iCOL-904)	 Q OA-90 CFHT-110 RI- 14OA/B MODEL. 72-0 OTRGAPSEALEO 1.233 .000 55.000 -5.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
(C(1JUOB) OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72 .0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .985 .000 65.000 -5.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
(CI]J010) OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED 1.211 .000 65.000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO





















PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
SPEED BRAKE EFFECTIVENESS AT -5 DEGREES BETA
(A)MACH =	 10.31 PAGE	 97
OA -A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BOFLAP SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
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LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL










OA-A SETT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 BOFLAP SPDBRK BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(OUJODI IOA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 0TRGAPUNSEAL
	 .935	 .000 55.000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SR.FT.
iCOJ002I .	 OA-90 CFHT-1:0 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 	 .935	 .000 55.000 -5.000 LREF 	 474.8000	 IN.
[Cpd004I	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRSAPSEALED 	 1.233	 .000 55.000 ^5.000 BREF	 936.70L0 IN.
ICtm008)
	
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .995	 .000 85.000 -5.000 XMRP	 1076.7000 IN. XO
ICOd4IU1 i OA-90 CFHT-110 RI--14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED	 1.211	 .000 85.000 -5.000 YMRP 	 .0000 1N. YO
	





OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I00JOC11 OA-90 CF 14T-110 RI-140A/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
SCOJ002I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/13 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
IC©J0C41 CIA-90 CFHT - 1I0 R1 - • 14OA/8 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPSEALED
(C13,1009) CA-90 CFHT-I10 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL













RN/L	 8qFLAP SPD9RK BETA	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.935	 .000 55.000	 DOD SREF	 2690-0000 SO-FT.
	
.935	 .000 55.000 -5.000 LREF	 474.8030 IN.
	
1.233	 .000 55.000 -5.000 SREF	 936.70.,^0	 IN.
	
.965	 .000 85.000 -5.000 XMRP	 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
1.211	 .01]0 85.000 -5.000 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
	
ZMRP	 375.0000 IN. ,ZO
	
SCALE	 .0100
-^U	 -1U	 o	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES








VA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
OrljDo I I OA-90 CFHT-110 PI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLNGEAL .935 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.(COJC124 1 CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/9 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .990 .000 .000 5.1300 LREF 474.8000 IN.(COJO25) CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .970 .000 .000 10.000 BREF 936.7000 IN(COJ0261 CA-90 CPHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTR5APUN5EAL .993 .000 .000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN: XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONF I GLIRAT I ON DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L
	 SOFLAP ELEVTR AILRON	 REFERENCE i'NFORMATION
(DUJ001) 0 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14UA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	
.935	 .000	 .000	 .000 SREF	 2690.0000 SOFT.(COJO241	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA /B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLINSEAL
	 .990	 .000	 .000	 5.000 LREF	 474.6000 IN.(COJ025)	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	 .970	 .000	 .000 10.000 BREF	 93G.7000
	
IN.
IMJ0261	 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL
	
993	 .000	 .000 15.000 XmRP	 1076.7000 IN. XO
	
W"RP	 0000 IN. YO
	































DA-A SET SYMBOL CONF IGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BOFLAP ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
(012J00I1 OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14CA/0 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.(CQJO24I OA-90 CF*HT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .990 .000 .000 5.000 LREF 474.8000 1N.
ICl2J025I OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .970 .000 .000 10.000 6REF 936.7000 IN.(COJO261 DA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .993 .000 .000 15.000 YMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 xO
YMRP .0000 1N. YO
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
AILERON EFFECTIVENESS












DA-A SET SYMBOL coNFiGuRATION DESCRIPTION RN/L 130FLAP ELEVTR AtLRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
I Dr1joo I ) 13A-'3" CFHT-110 RI-14OA/13 MODE!. 72-0 OTRGA"SEAL .935 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQXT.E CQJ024 ! CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/0 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .1990 .000 .000 5.000 LREF 474.8000 IN.(CGI1025) OA-90 CFHT-110 RE-14DA/S MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPuNSEAL .970 .000 .000 10.000 BREr 936.7000 IN.










(A)MACH = 10.31	 PAGE	 104
- E
DA—A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L	 BDFLAP ELEVTR AILRON	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IDOJ001) 011-90 CFHT-110 RI-14GA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
CCOJO24I
q
OA—90 CFHT- 110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPONSEAL .990 .000 .000 5.CDO LREF 474.8000 IN.
ICOJO25) OA-90 CFHT- 110 R1 - 14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .970 .000 .000 10.000 BREF 936.7000 IN.
(COJO26) CA-90 CFHT- 110 RI - 14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .993 .000 .000 15 .000 XMRP 1076 .7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO








































OA-90 CFHT-IIO R1-^140A/6 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPIJNSEAL
	
.990	 .000	 _000
OA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEA_ICOJC251	 970	 .070	 ODD











10.000 BREF	 936.7007	 IN.
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CIA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FZN/L EIDFLAP ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
(DQJOD I A:;OR CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 .000 M 0 SREr 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
(COJO2,11 0 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/6 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .990 .000 .000 5.000 LREr 474.13000 IN.
(COJO25) DA -90 CFIqT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .970 .000 .000 10.0P0 eREF 936.7000 IN.
(COJO26) OA-90 CFHT-110 PI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .000 .000 15.000 XKRP I076.7000 IN. XO
YKRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0100
.2	 .1 0	 -.1 	 -.2 .3	 -.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT,	 CLM
AILERON EFFECTIVENLSS)
WMACH
	 10.31 PAGE	 107
jq
t.
CONFIGORATION DESCRIPTION RN/L BDFLAP ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATiONDA--A SET SYMBOL
(00JODII QA-90 CFHT-110 R1-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.'0000 SOFT.(COJO24I DA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .990 .000 .000 5.000 LREF 474.8000 1N.(COJO251 DA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL, .970 .000 .000 10.000 BREF 936.7000 1N.
ICQJ026I OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .993 .000 .000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO





























(A)MACH = 10.31	 PAGE	 i08
A.
E.
DA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION RW/L 813FLAP ELEVTR AILR13N REFERENCE INFORMATION j)
(OQJOOi) CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/13 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 1000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0004	 SQ.FT.
(COJO24)	
p
CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0: OTRGAPUNSEAL .990 .000 .000 5.000 LREF 474.8000	 IN.
ICOJO25 1 OA-9D CFHT-110 RI-14DA/13 MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .970 .000 DOD 10.000 BREF 936.7000	 IN :
[COJO26 CA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLrNSEAL .993 .000 .000 15.000 XMRP 1076.7000	 IN	
XO
YMRP .0000	 IN. YO
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OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L GOFLAP ELEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
I (IUJC1C)1 1 OA-90 CFFIT-1 10 R I -14CA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRW R6EAL .935 .000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT .
tCi1J0241_ fly,-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 0TRGAPLN55AL .990 .000 .000 5.000 LREF 474.6n00 IN.
tCOJO25I L"A-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLINSEAL .970 .000 .000 40.400 BREF 936.7000 IN
IC12JO263 0A-90 CFHT-110 RI-14DA/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL .993 .000 .000 15.L XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.OD00 IN. ZO
. SCALE .0100
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES --
	 vv	 +V
AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
W MACH = 10.31	 PAGE	 110












DA-A SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L SDFLAP ELEVTR AILRON
^v^
REFERENCE INFORMATION
IDOJDOII OA-90 CFHT-110 RI - 14DA/S MODEL 72-13 OTRGAPUNSEAL .935 . 0130 ,000 .000 SREF 2690.0000
	
S.D.FT,	 t[CQJ024J OA-913 CFHT-110 R[	 140A1B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPUNSEAL 990 OOD OQQ 5,000 LREF 474.8000
	
IN.
































OA-A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA
	 BOFLAP SPOBRK ELEVTR	 REFERENCE IN OReAT14N
(ROJO053	 OA-90 CFHT-110 R[-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTRGAPLINSEAL 20.000




















-12	 -10	 ^j	 -6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4
BETA
-1Z 	 - I u	 -b	 --e
	
-4	
-2	 0	 2	 4
BETA
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
( A)RN/L =	 .95	 n nr_c	 ,,-
APPENDIX
TABULATED SOURCE DATA























100'9e-	- 1YAH31N1 114310YU0	09'- IINI0 /GION NM
0010'- 3'TYOS
000'59- )FIWd5000'- dVIASOZ 'NI 0000'9LE	-dMZ'NI 000L'9E6- d3W
000'- 111A313000'- NOEIIIYOA 'NI 0000'	nCPWA'N1 0008'hLh-	-4-23I
01£'01-	H3YWBaO"-	V138OX 'NJ QOOL'9LOI	-dEM	'1d'US 0000'0692-	d3BS
_viva011113RmydV1Y0 3OtM3JM
tm
?;[	5L I(Y' 12 1	1Inor0I11IY3SDY1dYO8100-2L I3MR B/VOM-18011-1H9308-YO











00'5	/00'4-	- IYAIt31N1 1N310VW	4,8'I- 1/NH	0 /at'ON MH
001 o'- 31YO5
000159- x8eadsDOW- d1P13i38OZ 'N1 0000*sa	-CPHIZ	'N1 OOOVStS-	33219
000'- 211A3'13000'- N0811YQA *NJ coca'	-dbw	'N1 OODB'hLh-
	:13u1
048'at-	HovwOOD'-	V130OX 'Ni ODOVS1.01	-vRM	'11'09 0000'0690-
I
vivo31a13r1 wdVIVO 3DN3a3d3N










OD'S	100'9-	- "IVAH31NI IN31CWW	4,6'+ 11N21	0 IGl'0N Nile
Coto'- 31Y3S
OOD'SS- Nueods000'- dY1.308OZ 'NI 0000'4L£
	-dL%E
	'N1 DOOL'9EO-	33118
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t20c1`calivaswidY0111t30-aL '1300H a/Y04,1-1NOtt-1H3D a6-YO


















00'S 100'9- - 1VA83INI 1N310Yt:10	W.	-1110	0 /22 'ON NM
0010'	d 31YOS
	
OOO'SS	- X880d5 000'	- dYIM]	OZ 'NI 0000'SLE - dBHZ	'NI OQOL'9£6	3388
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OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/B tMOEL 72-0 4TROAPUN5EAL	 IRCIJU071	 1 21 JUL 75 1
REFCW;CE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 a 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMF& a	 1078.7000 IN. XO BETA	 + .000 MUCH 10.330
LREF	 - 474.8000 1N. YHRP a .0000 IN. YO AILRON a .000 CLEVTR - .000
WEF a 936.7000 1N. ZMRP a	 375.0000 IN. ZO 9DFLAP - .000 SPOBRK - 85.000
SCALE a .0100
RUN NO. 20/ 0 RN/L + .96	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5 001	 5.00
RNIL ALPHA BETA CN CA CLti C6L CYN CY CL CO LID
.980 12.2285 - .00830 .19133 .05959 -.00181 -.00043 -.00034 -.00482 .17215 .10670 1158365
.980 16.021 -.01342 .29684 .0601 -.00048 -.00034 -.00080 -.00517 .26684 .14623 1.82477
.991 1!13.420 -.02295 .411762 .06523 .00151 -.00060 -.00060 - .00574 ,39673 .21730 1.82569
.981 24.222 -.03052 .60030 .06853 - .0r`i5 - .00073 -.011046 -.00641 .51933 .30979 1.68185
.902 28.282 -.03744 .76665 .06032 -.00092 -.00064 -.00704 .64278 .42341 3.5180&
.982 32.439 -.04760 .95469 .06973 -.01558 -.00136 -.00065 -.00787 .769132 .57021 1.34855
.902 36.456 -.05555 1.14298 .06887 -.0294@ -.00164 -.00064 -.40903 .87840 .73457 1.19583
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 23 ,,..k& 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA. LARC CRiT 110 10A901
QA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OAIB WOEL 72-0 OTROAPLUSEAL
PAGE	 4
IRQJDR53	 1 21 JUL 75 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA -	 30.000 HACH -	 10.330
AILROH -	 .000 F.LEVTR -	 .000
8DFLAP a	 .000 SP09RK -	 55.000
REFERENCE DATA
c	 - 2690.0000 SQ-FT. MdT	 • 1078.7000 IN. XO
IMF - 474.13000 IN.	 YMP -	 .0000 1N. YO
eFMF - 936.7000 IN.	 ZHRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE a	 .0100
RUN NO. 24/ 0
RNIL BETA ALPHA CN
.917 -9.045 361.66988 .85304
.fW -7.001 30063201 M453
.947 -4.991 30.5E275 .69704
.947 -51021 30.55719 .65937









RNIL . .95	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.001 B.00
CA CLH CDL CYN CY
.07175 .01205 .01080 .01318 .05092
.07006 - .01150 .01815 .01034 .04908
.08884 - .01067 .00611 .00777 .02058
.06847 - .01065 .00435 .00459 .01283
.06837 - .01067 .00097 .00119 -.00040
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DATE 23 JLL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA. LARC CFHT 110 COAS01
	
PAGE	 6
QA-90 CFHT- 110 RI - 14UAIB MODEL 72-0 OTROAPSEALED
	




SREF - 2590.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMf1P n 1078.7000 IN. XO
	 13ETA -	 -5.000 MACH -	 10.370
LREF - 474.8000 IN.	 YMW	 .0000 IN. YO
	
AILRON n 	 .000 ELEVTR -	 .000
6REF - 936.7000 IN. 	 ZMRP + 375.0000 IN. ZO
	
BOFLAP n 	 .000 SPDBRK -	 85.000
SCALE n 	 .0100
RUN No. FBI 0
RHIL ALPHA BETA CN
1:21t 11.940 -5.06430 .19123
1.208 16.129 -5.11588 .31199
1.203 20.198 -5.14284 .45050
1.204 24.355 -5.12341 .61411
1.204 `.8.503 -5.07731 .78493
1.205 32.582 -5.00070 .96996
1.205 36.734 -4.90341 1.16678
ORADIENT .00000 .00000
RNA- - 1.21	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.6D
CA CLH CBL CYN CY
.06954 .00139 .00499 .00408 .03758
.06655 .00162 .00519 .00622 .03228
.05499 .00137 .00549 .00820 .02656
.06816 -.00076 .00679 .00761 02821
.06878 -.00634 .00797 .00723 .02779
.06905 -.01650 .00891 .00658 .02712
.06951 -.0331B .00916 .00536 .02619








. c:.,JW .75355 1.16574
.00000 .00000 .0000D
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-140AAD FW-m, 72-0 4TROAPUNSEAL
REFERENCE DATA
5REF - 2590.0000 SQ. FT. XMRP - 1076.7000 IN. XO
IMF - 474.8000 1H.	 YMRP a	 .0000 IN. YO	 ^mr
BREF - 936.7000 IN.	 ZMW - 375.0000 IN. YD	 "`
SCALE -	 .0100
f ROJOI I I	 1 21 .><Jk. 75 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
BETA -	 .000 HACI1 -	 10.330
AILRON -	 JOD ELEVTR -	 .000
DDFLAP - -11.700 SPOBRK -	 55.000
RUN NO. t31 0 RNIL - .93	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.001	 5.00
RNIL ALPHA BETA CN CA CLH CBL CYN CY
.940 32.269 .00249 .19369 .05739 -.00442 -.00044 -.000"8 -.00477
.948 I5.092 -.00246 .30t62 .06596 .00013 -.00042 -.00056 -.00537
.948 20.123 -.01253 .43910 .06483 .00571 -.00056 -.00072 -.00537
.940 24.123 -.02051 .59999 .06841 .00397 -.00073 -.00065 ,-.00830
.947 29.390 -.02717 .77969 .05913 .00140 -.00092 -.00OB3 -.110708
.9'17 32.40'5 -.03695 .95966 .06971 -.00534 -.00141 -.00091 -.00777
.848 36.536 -.04883 1.15215 .06003 -.01664 -.00180 -.00079 -.00896
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PATE 23 .M 7.,	 TABULATEO SOURCE LIATA. LARC CFHT 110 (OASD1	 PAGE	 8
OA-9D CFKT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTROAPSEAL.ED 	 :RQJ0131	 t 21 JUL 75 1
	
REFERENCE DATA	 PARsKIRIC DATA
SREF - 269D.000D 5Q.FT. OW - 1076.7000 IN. XO	 BETA -	 .100 MACH -	 10.330
LRF.F - 474.8000 IN.	 Y/SRP a	 .0000 IN. YO	 AILRON -	 .I?.)D ELEVTR -	 10.000
BREF - 935.7000 IN. 	 ZMRP - 375.0000 1N. ZO	 BDFLAP -	 16.300 SPDBRK -	 55.000
	
SCALE -	 .0100




ALPHA	 BETA	 CN	 CA	 CLH	 Cat.	 CYN	 CY	 CL	 CD	 LID
	
1.248	 11.926	 - .0082a	 .20748	 .06884	 -.02624	 -.00043	 - . 00043	 - . 00494	 .16975	 .11023	 1471236
	1.246	 15.041	 -.01873	 .34219	 .07059	 -.03239	 -.00046	 -.00058	 -.00540	 .30935	 .16239	 1.90505
	
1.248	 20.150	 -.02569	 .119227	 .07276	 -.04044	 -.00057	 -.00077	 -.00660	 .44266	 .241103	 1.84422
	
1.248	 24.277	 -.03402	 .67419	 .07949	 -.05590	 -.00078	 -.00058	 -.006"4	 .59189	 .34955	 1.SE42t
	
1.246	 28.292	 -.04124	 .86067	 .08467	 -.07327	 -.00103	 -.00079	 -.00738	 .71763	 .49267	 1.48680
	
I.245	 32.284	 -.04844	 L.0546L	 06945	 -.093611	 -.00149	 -.00083	 -.00610	 .84390	 .63891	 1.32069
	
1.246	 36.358	 -.06156	 1.25681	 .09407	 -.117e0	 -.00178	 -.00069	 -.80967	 .95523	 .82100	 1.16471
	
GRADIENT	 .0000D	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000
QA-90 CFHT-ll0 RI-14OA/B MODEL 72-0 OTROAPSEALED	 IRQJOt41	 t 21 JUL 75 1
	
REFERENCE DATA 	 PARAT'ZTRIC DATA
SREF 11 2890.0900 SA.FT.	 XMRP - 1076.76!-4 IN. XO	 BETA -	 -5.000 MACH -	 10.330
LREF - L174-BOOD IN.	 YMRP -	 .0000 IN. YO	 AILRON -	 .000 ELEVTR -	 10.000
BREF - 935.700D IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN, ZO	 SWLAP -	 16.300 SPDBRK - 	 55.000
	
SCALE -	 .0100
RM NO.	 71 0	 RN/L -	 .96	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
	
RN&	 ALPHA	 BETA	 CN	 CA	 CL"
	 C8L	 CYN	 CY	 CL	 CD	 LID
	
.960	 11.954 --5.0B751 	 .21877	 .07395	 -.02522	 .00477	 .00492	 .03747	 .19671	 .11766	 1.68883
	.960	 15.900 -5.13631	 .33828	 .07294	 -.03054	 .00524	 .00671	 .03209	 .30536	 .16283	 1.87531
	
.460	 20.110 -5.16347	 .49743	 .07561










.96D	 28.3B4 -S.I or, l8	 .85705	 .08699	 -.67218	 .00775	 .00800	 .02727	 .7I257	 .49395	 1.47261
	.960	 32.259 -5.03903	 1.04300	 .09150	 -.09140	 .00845
	 .00732	 .02895	 .83365	 .63450	 1.31419
	
.960	 .."3.433 -4.94'491
	 1.24866	 .09665	 -.11616	 .06M-3	 .00714	 .02520	 .94710
	 .61947	 t.15574
	
ORADIENT	 .00L'00	 .00000	 .00000	 .00001)	 .00000	 .00000	 .0000D	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000
'1t




DATE 23 ,JJL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA, LARC CFHT 110 IQA901 	 PAGE	 9
OA-8D CFHT-110 RI-I4CA/B MM9DEL 72-0 OTROAP5EALED 	 1RQJ9t41	 1 21 JUL 75 1
	
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2890.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMiRP o 1D75.708D IN. XO	 13ETA -	 -5.000 MACH -	 10.330
LREF - 474.8000 IN.	 YMSRP -	 .0000 IN. YO	 AILRON -	 .00D ELEVTR -	 10.000
WtEF - 936.7000 IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO	 BDFLAP -	 16.300 SP08RK -	 55.000
	
SCALE -	 .0100
RUN NO.	 111 0	 RNIL -	 1.05	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
	
RNIL	 ALPHA	 BETA	 CN	 CA	 CLM	 CBI.	 CYN	 CY	 CL	 CO	 LID
	
1.244	 11.9;4	 -5.04889	 .21859	 .07163	 -.02531	 .00484	 .004CR	 .03671	 .10909	 -11521	 1.72807
	
1.E45	 16.037	 ^5.09934	 .34903	 .07t64	 -.03091	 .00531	 .00665	 .03152	 .31550	 .16547	 1.90733
	
11245	 20.192 -5.12150	 .5OB58	 .07484	 -.04142	 .00575	 .00807	 .02715	 .45149	 .2457B	 1.83696
	
1.245	 24.t90	 -5.10660	 .67886	 .08104	 -.05539	 .00683	 .00765	 .02607	 .58604	 .35211	 1.66439
	
1.245	 28.329 -5.06292	 .176623	 .08590	 -.07331	 .00768	 .00747	 .02739	 .72172	 .48667	 1.48300
	
1.245	 3?.312 -4.9B752	 1.06243	 .09060	 -.09501	 .00B51	 .00681	 .02656	 .84949	 .64446	 1.31814
	
I.245	 33.43I	 -4.8926t	 1.26400	 .09501	 -.12074	 .00885 .	 .00662	 .02471	 .95996	 .82788	 1.15954
	
GRADIENT	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000	 .0[1000	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000	 .0000D
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI -I40A/B MODEL 72-0 OTROAPUNSEAL	 1RQJO151	 t 21 JUL 75 f
	
REFERENCE DATA	 PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF - 2890 .0000 SQ.FT. XMW - 1075.7000 IN. XO	 BETA -	 .000 MACH -	 10.330
LREF - 474.8000 IN.	 YMRP d	 .0000 IN. YO	 AILRON -	 . 000 ELEVTR -	 10.000
OREF - 936.7000 IN.	 ZHRP - 375.0000 IN. ZO
	
BOFLAP -	 16.300 SPDBRK -	 55.000
	
SCALE -	 .0100
RUN NO.	 8/ G	 RNIL -	 .95	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.001 5.00
	
RN/L	 ALPHA	 13ETA	 CH	 CA	 L1.M	 CBI..	 CYN	 CY	 CL	 CO	 LID
	.953
	 11.951	 -.00731	 .21024	 .07071	 -.02611	 -.00042	 -.00031	 -.00487	 .19104	 .11271	 1.69501
	
.953
	 15.997	 -.01281	 .341190	 .07128	 -.03188	 -.00039	 -.00047	 -.00557	 .30229	 .16082	 1.87971
	




-.03152	 .66050	 .07995	 -.05460	 -.00067	 -.00053	 -.00685	 .57055	 .34205	 1.66926
	
.853	 28.182	 -.03824	 .84511
	





.953	 32.253	 -.04790	 1.G465B	 .09037	 -.09086	
-.OD138	 -.00078	 -.fj0831	 .836B7	 .63494	 1.31802
	
.SS3	 36.431	 -.05668	 t.24934	 .09524	 -.II437	 -.00174	 -.00057	 -.01006	 .94862	 .81855	 1.15890
	
GRADIENT	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000	 .00000	 .0000U	 .00000
	 .00000	 .00000
TABULATED SOURCE DATA, LARC CFHT 110 10A&O1
OA-90 CFHT-110 RI- 140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTROAPUNSEAL
DATE 23 JUL 75
REFERENCE DATA
SREF - 2890.0000 5O.FT. XHRP • 1078.7000 IN. XO
LREF - 474.6000 IN.	 YHRP •	 .0000 IN. YO




	 JUI. 75 1
PARAMETRIC DATA
BETA •	 -5.000 MACH •	 ID.330
AILRDN -
	
.000 ELEVTR +	 10.000
BDFLAP a	 18.300 SPDBRK -
	
55.000
RUN N0. Q/ 0 RN/L 4 .95	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -
	
-5.001	 5.00
RN/L ALPHA BETA CN CA CLH CEL CYN CY CL CD LID
.953 11.941 -5.05439 .21800 .07357 -.02508 .00472 .00485 .03715 .19808 .11709 1.6916D
.953 15.886 -5.10556 .33862 .07283 -.03018 .00516 .00675 .03174 .30576 .15274 1.8788D
.953 20.114 -5.13044 .49906 .07582 -.04055 .00571 .00844 .02661 .44255 .24281 1.82263
.953 24.169 -5.11769 .67005 .09185 -.05438 .00572 .09826 .02773 .57780 .34902 1.655-29
.953 28.249 -5.07958 .85383 .OB650 -.07089 .00762 .00809 .02696 .71120 .48D32 1.48069
.952 32.339 -5.00934 1.05270 OSIEB -.09137 .00935 .00735 .02559 .84D38 .64058 1.31191 }
.952 36.567 -4.91216 1.25967 .09691 -.11640 .00878 .00720 .02455 .95398 .82830 1.15173 C
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0000D .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
OA-913 CFHT-110 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTr'APUNSEAL (ROJD171	 ( 21 JUL 75	 1



















375.0000 IN. ZO BDFLAP - 16.300 5PDBRK - 55.000
SCALE - .0100
RUN NO. 41/ 0 RNIL - .62	 GRADIENT INTERVAL n 	 -5.001	 5.00
•RN/L ALPHA BETA CN CA CLH CBL CYN CY CL CD LID
.625 11.863 -.00741 .22930 .OB141 -.03924
-.00020 -.00037 -.00459 .20786 .12681 1.63763
.625 16.073 -.01535 .37628 .08567 -.05020 -.00016
-.00057 -.00493 .33784 .18049 1.81155
.625 19.893 -.02316 .51917 .08756 -.08088 -.00028 -.00073 -.00524 .45844 .25891 1.77067
.624 23.989 -.03416 .70481 .09626 -.07888 -.00D32 -.00052 -.00507 .50480 .37448 1.61502
.624 28.301 -.04163 .90547 .10447 -.09908 -.00043 -.00069 -.00530 .74771 .52127 1.43440
.624 32.116 -.04866 J.10208 .11170 -.12105 -.00079
-.00068 -.00888 .87400 .66054 J.28428
.624 36.423 -.05784 1.32125 .11887 -.14916 -.00110 -.00053 -.00704 .99257 .88013 1.12775
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DATE 23 JLL 75	 TABULATED SOURCE DATA. LARC CFHT 110 10A901
DA-90 CFHT-110 lit-14OA/B ""DEL 72-0 OTROAPUNSEAL
REFERENCE DATA
SREF 1e 2690.0000 SQ.FT. XFW + 1075.7000 IN. XO
LREF - 474.8000 IN.	 YNIiP +	 .0000 IN. YO









.000 MACH -	 10.310









RUN NO. 381 0
	
RN/L -	 .96	 GRADIENT INTERVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
W41L ALPHA BETA CN
.953 I1.Ge9 -.00359 .22295
.963 15.921 -.01164 .35283
.963 20.029 -.01941 151690
.362 24.090 -.02813 .68950
.962 28.104 -.03600 87609
.962 32.181 -.04471 1.07294
.961 36.205 -.05556 1.27470
GRADIENT .00000 .UOOOO
RUN NO. 391 0
RN/L ALPHA BETA CN
1.844 11.888 -.00183 .22154
1.243 15.959 -.01069 .35774
1.243 19.941 -.01752 .51326
1.242 24.105 -.02551 .59515
11240 26.170 -.03177 .88370
1.240 332.213 -.04282 1.08121
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OO'S 100'5- - 1YAH31N1 1N310YW
	02'I - 1/1411	0 /2h 'GN NnH
0010'	n 3W:)S
000'55	- M913a OOE'91	- a'Y13a8	OZ 'NI 0000'SLE + d11WZ	'NI OOOL'9E6 - , 3M
000'91	- UTA313 000'	+ NOI111Y	QA 'NJ 0000'
	- dMA,	'N1 0009'hL4, - 33111
OLE'01	
- HOW 000'	- V133	OX 'NJ OOOL'9LOI - d2ll+>at
	'13'OS 0000'0692 - ,33HS
VIVO 31H1314VEYd	v1Y0 331'13113.431
[ SL 1W l2 1	lBl0raal
	Q3'1v35dV0Nj0 O-dL -130011 B/YOhI-I8 011-1HA3 0B-YD
21 30Yd	(OBYa) 011 1I1d3 3ayl 'viva 338WS t731Y-MY1	SQL w Ti! 31vO
t7
pV,v-
OA-90 CFHT-1L0 RI-I40A/B MODEL 72-0 OTROAPUNSEAL IROJO211	 1 21 JUL 75 1
PARAMETRIC DATAREFERENCE DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SO.F7.	 XNRP -	 1076.7000 IN. XO BETA	 - .000 MACH	 - 10.310
LREF	 - 474.8000 IN. YMFtP -	 .0000 IN. YO AILRON - .000 ELEVTR - -40.006
CREF - 936.7000 IN. ZNRP -	 375.0000 IN. ZO BDFLAP - -11.700 SPDBRK - 55.000
SCALE - -0100
RUN NO. 32/ 0 RN/L - ,GO	 GRADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.001	 5.09
RN/L ALPHA BETA CN CA CLH COL CYN CY CL CO L/O
.601 18.209 -.00B31 .16740 .07453 .00923 -.00013 -.00021 -.00431 .14786 .10524 1.36596
.600 16.181 -.01483 .28113 .07351 .01677 -.00004 -.00040 -.00453 .24951 .14B94 1.67523
.600 20.056 -.02119 .39893 .07276 .02631 -.00001 -.00054 -.00516 .34979 .20518 1.70489
.598 24.116 -.02972 .54655 .07333 .03483 -.10011 -.00043 -.00565 .46897 .29029 1.6I557
.599 29.246 -.03590 .70752 .07535 .04229 -.00019 -.100063 -.00604 .58761 .44122 1.46455
.598 32.318 -.04581 .87860 .07615 .04753 -.00045 -.-00070 -.00631. .70009 .53301 1.31348
1598 36.319 -.05275 1.04149 .07549 .04699 -.00069 -. 130446 -.00760 .79445 .67759 1.17231
GRADIENT .00000 .00OBD .00000 .0000D .00OOD .00000 .aol3o0 .00000 .00004 .00000
DATE 23 JU1. 75	 TABULATEO SOURCE DATA. LARC CFHT 110 IBASD1
	
PAGE 13




SREF - 2590.0000 SO.FT. )WRP - 1075.7000 IN. XO
	
BETA -	 .000 MACH -	 10.330
LRr-F - 474.8000 IN.	 Y!'12P -	 .0000 IN. YO
	
AILRON -	 .000 ELEVTR - -20.000
BREF - 936.700D IN.	 ZMRP - 375.0000 IN, 20
	
BDFLAP - -11.700 SPOBRK -	 55.000
SCALE -	 .0100
RUN NO. 351 0 RN/L .99	 GRADIENT INTERVAL n 	 -5.00/	 5.00
RN/L ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYti CY
.991 11.942 -.00090 .16967 .06514 .00375 -.00021 -.00033 -.00437
.991 16.183 -.00744 .28060 .061460 .01249 -.00011 -.00054 -.00490
.992 20.351 -.01831 .41702 .06481 .02250 -.00017 -.00058 -.08524
.992 24.301 -.02457 .5s125 .06579 .02877 -.00024 -.00055 -.00621
.992 28.388 -.03035 .71691 .06720 .03352 -.00035 -.00086 -.00674
.992 32.516 -.03980 .89257 .05591 .03529 -.00061 -.00083 -.00827
.998 36.615 -.04745 1.07007 .05580 .03292 -.00093 -.00094 -.00829
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DATE 23 JUL 715	 TABULATED SOME DATA, LARC CFHT 110 10A901
	
PAGE 15
OA-90 CFHT-tl0 RI-140A/B MODEL 72-0 OTROAMALEO




SREF a 2880.0000 SOFT. XMP - 1078.7000 IN. XO
	
BETA a	 -5.000 MACH a	 10.370
LREF a 474.8000 IN.	 YMRP a	 .0000 IN. YO
	
AILRON n 	 .000 ELEVTR a -40.000
BREF a 938.7000 IN.	 ZMRP a 370.0000 IN. ZO
	




MM ND. 34/ 0
RN/L ALPHA EFTA CN
1.219 12.013 -5.09450 .t7l22
1.220 16.178 -5.14883 .27832
1.222 20.324 -5.16936 .41269
t.2,''2 24.549 -5.15690 .55661
1.223 28.621 -5.10934 .71893
1.225 32.771 -5.03610 .88127
1.?.28 38.842 -4.93734 1.04785
0RADMUT .00DOO .00000
RN/L a 1.23	 GRADIENT INTERVAL ^ -5.001 540
CA CLH CBL CYN CY
.06937 .01140 .00363 .00441 .03785
.06682 .02007 .00411 .006'45 .03297
.06871 .02833 .00462 .00740 .03062
.05907 .03579 .00575 .00789 .02771
.07001 .04177 .00684 .00751 .02778
.07087 .04507 .00767 .00682 .02748
.07022 .04476 .00802 .00555 .02552










OA-90 CFHT-110 RI-14OA/8 HODEL 72-0 OTROAPUNSEAL	 (RAJO241	 ( 21 JUI. 75 )
b^
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF	 - 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 XMRP -	 1076.7000 IN. NO BETA	 - .000 MACH	 - 10.330
MEF - 474.8000 IN. YMRP -	 .COOO IN. Y^) AILRON - 5.000 ELEVTR - .000
BREF	 - 936.7000 IN. ZtiAP -	 376.0000 IN. ZO BDFLAP - .000 SPOBRK - 55.000
SCALE - .0100
RUN NO. 44/ D RN/L - .99	 ORADIENT INTERVAL -	 -5.001	 5.00
RHIL ALPHA BETA CH CA CLM CBE. CYN CY CL CO LID
.990 11.950 -.00636 .18598 .06682 -.00606 .00130 -.00074 -.00400 .16910 .10391 1.61779
.990 16.070 -.01152 .30052 .06535 -.00342 .00220
-.00107 -.00433 .27059 .14599 1.85419
.MS 20.107 -.01457 .44283 .05549 -.00034 .00303 -.00147 -.00430 .39333 .21374 1.84026
.988 24.160 -.02013 .59798 .06827 -.00343 -OD398 -.00155 -.00493 .51758 .30700 1.69595
.990 28.230 -.01781 .76547 .05286 -.00755 .00459 -.00212 -.00332 .64164 .42275 1151824
.990 32.381 -.Ot917 .95433 .06891 -.01676 .00512 -.004'46 -.00577 .76849 .57014 1.34791
.990 36.560 -.01497 1.14831 .05965 -.03084' .130576 -.00284 -.00667 MOW .73996 1.190442
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